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D. R. Uerschbach, O. II. Kvo1 1 and J. A. Norris 

Department of Chemistry and lawrence Radiation Laboratory 1 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

Angular distributions of reactively scattered KI have been measured at the 

intersection of a K atom beam with beams of CH3I and c2H5I. In theae reactions 

kinematical features1 are particularly favorable for a study of the recoil spec~ 

trum of the product molecules, and an analysis of the data which relies only 

upon conservation laws has shownt (l) the final relative velocity vector v• ho.s 
"' 

a quite anisotropic distribution, peaked about the direction or the initial rela

tive velocity vector v; (2) the avernge magnitude of v' is only about ~ larger 
"' 

.than v 1 and over 8~ of the 25 kcal./mole energy of reaction goes into vibrational 

and rotational excitation of the products. 

The beams are formed by thermal effusion from oveno mounted on a turntable 

which is rotated to sweep the angular distribution past surface ionization 

detectors. Vertical adjustment of the detector positions allows the scattering 

to be measured out of the plane as well as in the plane of the incident beams. The 

lCI is distinguished from elastically scattered K by use ot two detectors a 2 ono a 

W filament 1 about equally senoi ti ve to K and ICI J the other a Pt-W alioy 1 about 50 

times as effective tor K as for KI. lor these reactions, this differential 

detection was not crucial, however, since the KI distributions are displaced far 

enough trom the K beam to be oboervable with the W detector alone. 

Typical results for K + cn3I are shovn in Fig. 1; under the ~ame conditions 

c2u5
I gives similar results except that the KI distribution ie shifted to larger 

Q1 by about 7°• For both reactions the collision yield (integrated intensity or 

KI divided by total K scattered from the parent beam) io found to be about 10·4, 

* Support received from the u. s. Atomic Energy Commission and the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation io gratefully acknowledged. 



corresponding to a total reaction croso ocction' of rouGhly 10 A 2 • ~1ca.r.:mrcments 

at several temperatures of the incident beams indicate that the activation enerGY 

is negligibly small, less than 0.3 kca.l/mole. 

~1e qualitative features implied by the observed angular distributions 

nm.y be seen in Fig. lc. The recoil velocity which carries the KI auo.y from the 

center of mass (vector denoted bt c) can have any diret1tion but conaervetion of 
"' 

momentum and energy determine its magnitude as v4 • [(MjM4)(2/M)(E+Q) ]1/ 2 
1 where 

M4 .._. KI and~~ CI:I
3

J E is the initial relative kinetic enere;t and Q the internal 

energy converted into transl.o.tion.e.l energy of separation ot the products. Thus 

the possible spectrum of recoil vectors for lCI is represented by a set of spheres, 

one for each value of Q up to a maximum of about 25 kca.l/mole (the difference in 

dissociation energy of the K·I and C-I bonds). It is seen that the broad peru: 

observed near 83° in the laboratory corresponds to scattering in which on observer 

stationed at the center of mass would see the KI reco;tl backwards (e.nd the CH;> 

fonra.rda) with respect to the incoming K beam. Large Q values ca.n cont:t•ibute to 

this pea.lt only if the recoil velocity vector deviates considerably from tho 

direction of v1 as illustrated by the vector labeled e.. Tho scattering must have 
~ . ~ 

cylindrical symmetry about V; since the incident beams contain all possible 
"' 

molecular orientations and impact parameters. Therefore, the angular deviation 

of ~ from ,t ca.n be studied directly by measurement of the out of plane aco.ttering. 

~1e shnded region indicates where endpoints of ~ vectors must lie in order to 

contribute to the oboel'"Ved peak, as derived by combining the in plane and out of 

plane data and allowing for the influence of the velocity distributions in the 

reactants. Theoe results demonstrate that the dominant contributioila to the 

recoil spectrum have Q values less than 5 kcal/mole. Velocity selection is 

essential it the resolution is to ba improved. !·luch of the observed wiclth of the 

KI peaks is due just to velocity a.veroging1 as shown by the d.a.shed curve in Fig. lb 1 



• 

-.3-

calculated for zero activation ener~, ~ collinear vith ~~ and Q • 1.6 kcal/mola. 

Tlle observed small shift in the KI distribution for the c,;-
5
x reaction is 

expected from the maos change. Another check ot the interpretation has been 

found in results for the analogous reactions of Rb atoms.4 

One other reaction, K + BBr.....,. H + KBr, has previously been studied in 

crossed molecular beams.2•5 ~1e angular distribution observed is not comparable 

with those studied here, however. It yields information about only the total 

reaction cross section, as the conservation laws ,confine the KBr to such a small 

sphere that the recoil spectrum is entirely smeared out by the initial velocity 

diotributions.1•6 
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Caption for figure 

Fig. l Typical data WJ.d analyois: (a) Parent JC beam 0•7° vide attenuated ~ 
by perpendicularly crossed CH,;I beom. Readings on Pt detector (solid 
circles) norr~lized to W (open circles) at parent beam pewt. (b) KI 
distributions; circles derived from (a), triangles from a replicate 
experiment {four months later) using a parent K beum 2 ° wide and 4o-j 
attenuated. Ordinate scale chosen so that area under curv~s gives 
collieion yield. (c) Vector diagram for most probable •;-eloci ties of 
reactants, for which initial E • 1.3 kcal/mole. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A . Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 
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